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A B S T R A C T   

The computational offloading from conventional cloud datacenter towards edge devices sprouted 
a new world of prospective applications in pervasive and Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) para-
digm, leading to substantial gains in the form of increased availability, bandwidth with low la-
tency. The MEC offers real-time computing and storage facility within the proximity of mobile 
user-access network, hence it is imperative to secure communication between end user and 
edge server. The existing schemes do not fulfill real time processing and efficiency requirements 
for using complex crypto-primitives. To this end, we propose a novel two-factor biometric 
authentication protocol for MEC enabling efficient and secure combination of Physically 
Unclonable Functions (PUFs) with user-oriented biometrics employing fuzzy extractor-based 
procedures. The performance analysis depicts that our scheme offers resistance to known at-
tacks using lightweight operations and supports 30% more security features than comparative 
studies. Our scheme is provably secure under Real-or-Random (ROR) formal security analysis 
model.   

1. Introduction 

The Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) has revolutionized the next generation sensing applications. The MEC architecture in com-
bination with various sensors and internet of things (IoT) devices has facilitated a plethora of applications for smart homes, smart grid, 
health fitness, transportation, environment, agriculture and industry [1]. Most of the existing applications depend on centralized cloud 
data center for data collection, processing and disseminating the sensed information. This increasing reliance on backend creates a 
bottleneck on many fronts–for example, congestion and communication overhead, low real-time access, availability, bandwidth and 
processing, maintenance of bulk data storage, and high latency. The edge computing paradigm may well address the above concerns 
due to high proximity from the end users. The MEC server such as Radio Access Networks–(RAN) may be set between end user-based 
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edge devices/servers and cloud data center for monitoring and initial processing as. The mobile devices being deficient in computing 
may get the data processed on edge servers on real time basis, rather than remote cloud centers, and avail the benefits of high 
bandwidth and less latency [2]. For instance, the edge servers may dispense cache content for media services or may conduct pre-
liminary processing of collected data between patient’s bracelet and medical cloud center. In such a scenario, the privacy issues, nature 
of authorization or level of trust needs to be properly managed due to the distributed nature of network domains. The significance of 
MEC is ever increasing in 5G networks due to the low latency commitments. 

The main concerns faced by distributed nature of MEC-based ecosystem are security and privacy issues. The communication in-
formation may be intercepted, blocked, replayed or tampered by adversaries on insecure channel. The mutual authentication can be 
ensured by establishing an Authenticated Key Agreement (AKA) between participating entities and construct session key before 
exchanging any critical information. Many MEC-based authentication protocols such as [3–4] employ costly bilinear pairing-based 
operations which are too costly operations on power deficient edge devices. There are many symmetric key encryption-based edge 
computing protocols, however these protocols do not provide anonymity to user, and suffer de-synchronization attacks. 

Our key contribution is to design a novel two-factor authentication protocol for MEC with the combination of Physical Uncloneable 
Function (PUF) and fuzzy extractor-based functions. In our scheme, the device of user needs to be equipped with a PUF circuit to help 
in establishing a mutually agreed session between mobile user and MEC server [5]. The security solution can work without password, 
using only smart card and biometrics in registration or login procedures. We used formal security analysis under Real-or-Random 
(ROR) model to measure the security properties of the session key. 

A. Contribution: The key contribution of the proposed study is given below:   

1 We designed a novel two-factor authenticated key agreement protocol for MEC with the use of PUF and fuzzy-extractor-oriented 
functions.  

2 The designed protocol ensures protection to stolen biometric factors.  
3 There is no hassle of stealing password by the adversary during registration and logic phases, since our proposed model supports 

password free authentication.  
4 Our contributed model, a lightweight symmetric key-based protocol, supports Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS), anonymity, un- 

traceability, and resistance to all known attacks. 

B. Scheme’s organization: The rest of our scheme is presented as follows: Section II describes literature review. Section III illustrates 
few preliminary details. Section IV depicts our contributed scheme. Section V analyzes the security on formal lines, and presents the 
informal discussion. Section VI evaluates the performance of contributed model with other protocols. The last section presents the 
summary of this scheme. 

2. Literature review 

We briefly discuss the literature review of authentication protocols in MEC setting as below: The Roman et al. [5] presents the 
analysis of security risks involved in mobile edge computing and fog computing architectures. Later, Mollah et al. [6] pointed security 
loopholes in edge computing, and presents the comparison on privacy issues in MEC. Thereafter, Irshad et al. [7] presented a bilinear 
pairing based authentication protocol for multiple servers in mobile cloud computing. Nevertheless, Xiong et al. [8] identified few 
attacks in [7], and put forward an enhanced scheme for MEC structure. The above schemes were computation-intensive due to costly 
crypto-operations. Kaur et al. [9] introduced a lightweight and efficient authentication scheme for resource-deficient MEC models. 
Later, Ke et al. [10] presented an efficient mobility oriented hierarchical edge computing model for low end IoT devices. Next, Tsai and 
Lo [11] demonstrated an authentication protocol for distributed edge structure. For MEC setting, recently, Jia et al. [12] presented an 
ID-based authentication protocol; however Li et al. [13] proved that it was found to be vulnerable for man-in-the-middle attack, and 
lacked perfect forward secrecy. Also, [13] presented an improved and efficient protocol. However, [13] has few design limitations, and 
cannot resist replay attack, tracing attack, and denial of service attack by the adversary. Later, Barman et al. [14] presented a 
multi-server authentication protocol using fuzzy extractor; however the scheme was vulnerable to stolen device attack and privileged 
insider attack. Then, Zhao et al. [15] designed a PUF-based authentication protocol for multi-server framework, however, the scheme 
was prone to de-synchronization and man-in-the-middle attacks. Wu et al. [16] presented an authentication protocol distributed cloud 
computing environment, but susceptible to privileged insider and stolen device attacks. Afterwards, Amin et al. [17] introduced a 
lightweight authentication scheme for IoT devices in distributed cloud infrastructure; nevertheless the scheme was defenseless against 
offline password guessing threat, and lacks anonymity. 

It is evident from the above literature that none of MEC-based scheme provides most of the security features with efficiency, since 
most of the symmetric key schemes are vulnerable to attacks. Otherwise, if the schemes are secure in some way, these are too costly for 
being inducted in resource deficient pervasive and mobile edge computing paradigm. 

3. Mathematical preliminaries 

This section narrates few preliminary concepts that might help the readers to grasp the article. 
A. Fuzzy extractor: Biometric authentication is a growing segment of the technology landscape around us. The biometric authen-

tication employs distinct physical characteristics of user’s traits for the identification of user’s authenticity. The fuzzy extractor (FE) is 
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used to eliminate the possible noise while capturing the biometric input. The FE (d, δ) comprises two algorithms such as FEG () and 
FER (.). The FEG (.) being a probabilistic key generation algorithm takes random bit string ȿ as input and gives output a key K as well as 
auxiliary data ad, i.e. (K, ad) = FEG (ȿ). Similarly, the FER (.) being a deterministic reconstruction algorithm extracts the key K out of 
noisy input string ȿ’ and the auxiliary data ad, i.e. K=FER (ȿ’, ad), in case the hamming distance between strings ȿ and ȿ’ is at most d. 
The fuzzy extractor supports authenticity in the achievement of robust cryptographic key, in case the minimum entropy for input is at 
least δ, and K is in proximity to the uniform random distribution for {0, 1}K. This is because the frequent exposure of auxiliary data 
might result in additional loss of the minimum entropy; however the auxiliary data must remain secure during protocol execution. 

B. Physically uncloneable function: A PUF is based on an integrated circuit (IC) that is characterized with Challenge-Response Pair 
(CRP). The underlying concept behind PUF is to use challenges that output incoherent responses, that is, in contrary to what is desired 
for having a reliable PUF [18]. Such meta-stable challenges output the responses that might vary impulsively. A PUF may be referred as 
a physical feature of a device; alternatively it is equivalent to biometric features of humans, such as Retina, fingerprint etc. The built-in 
features of a particular PUF can never be reproduced or cloned due to its physical signature or makeup. In mathematical terms, it is 
regarded as a function that takes an input (Challenge) in the form of bits’ string and returns unique output (Response). The PUF-based 
function can be expressed as R=PUFi (C). Where, the variables C as well as R serve as the challenge and response pairs (CRP). A PUF 
always returns the same R for the same challenge, if tested again and again. 

C. Adversary model: We evaluate the security properties of our scheme under widely known Canetti-Krawczyk Model (CK) adversary 
models [19]. The capabilities of adversary under these models are given below.  

• A malicious attacker A may eavesdrop, delete, insert, modify, block or replay the intercepted messages communicated among the 
legal participants.  

• A could steal the mobile device of a user and recover its stored contents using power differentiation analysis.  
• A may initiate known threats including masquerading, spoofing, man-in-the-middle, and replay attack.  
• A may compromise short term temporary secrets from the user’s repository under CK model. 

D. System model: In general, the edge computing paradigm is composed of many diverse network elements of distributed domains. 
These network elements may include mobile edge devices, edge servers, sensor nodes, cloud servers, and trusted authority. Our 
contributed model takes a subset of this edge computing paradigm and performs the mutual authentication between user devices and 
edge servers via trusted authority. Hence, our system model comprises mobile devices (Ui), MEC servers (MECj), and trusted authority 
(TA) as shown in Fig. 1. Needless to say, the MECj server is also connected on its backend with sensor and IoT devices as well as cloud 
computing servers. Our proposed model achieves two-factor oriented mutual authentication between MECj server and end user 
employing fuzzy-extractor as well as PUFi on its end. The user devices are befitted with PUFi along with biometric sensor. The trusted 

Fig. 1. System model.  
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authority registers both end users as well as MECj servers on secure channel. Thereafter, both may be authenticated on insecure 
channel with the help of TA. 

4. Proposed scheme 

To gain the equivalent security properties of an authentication protocol employing costly public key-based crypto-primitives [20], 
many light-weight Symmetric Key-based Authentication protocols (SKA) have been presented. Those SKA schemes also employed 
biometrics to improve the security. However, these SKA schemes are yet unable to achieve an equivalent PFS, or resistance to 
de-synchronization attacks. To this end, for achieving the discussed security goals with light-weight operations, we propose a 
PUF-induced two-factor biometric authentication protocol authenticating a mobile user and IoT-based server. The proposed scheme 
strives to establish a session key agreement scheme without user’s password, by engaging PUF as well as fuzzy extractor-oriented 
procedures for manipulating fingerprint-based biometrics. The system model comprises three entities, Trusted Authority (TA), mo-
bile user (Ui), and Mobile Edge Computing node (MECj). In the initialization setup, the mobile users Ui chooses their private secret keys 
Ku. The TA selects its private key KT, and a medium integer n0 (24≤ n0≤ 28). Our proposed scheme comprises two phases: 1) MECj 
registration phase 2) Ui’s registration phase, and 3) login and mutual authentication phase. The details are given below: 

A. MECj’s Registration phase: In this phase, the TA registers MECj by choosing its identity MIDj and a random number xi. Then it 
computes Kmi=h(KT ||MIDj), and initializes hash frequency tag = fm = ft = 0. Then it stores {MIDj, Kmi, xi, ft} safely and submits {MIDj, 
Kmi, xi, fm} towards MECj. Some important notations used in this scheme are depicted in Table 1. 

B. Ui Registration phase: In proposed scheme, the user Ui performs its registration steps with TA over a confidential channel as 
elaborated below.  

1 The user Ui chooses its identity IDi and inputs his/her fingerprint or thumb impression on mobile device. Next, the user recovers 
biometric template Bi of fingerprint, engenders two random integers r and e, and a random challenge Chi.  

2 Next, the user calculates the PUF-based output Zi = PUFi (Chi) and recovers the private secret key Ku as well as the auxiliary data FA 
by using biometric template Bi of fingerprint, i.e., (Ku, FA) = FEG (Bi). Then, the user calculates V = h(IDi || Ku), Chi* = Chi⊕ h(Ku), 
and UIDi= IDi⊕ Chi*⊕h(Ku || r). In the end, the user submits {UIDi, (Chi*, Zi), V, Regreq, Loci} to TA over confidential channel, which 
includes the registration request Regreg as well, as shown in Fig. 2.  

3 The TA verifies UIDi’s uniqueness after receiving the Regreq from user. Then, it chooses two random integers v, ɀ and calculates w=

EKT (v, UIDi) and Gi = h(KT|| v)⊕ V, and submits {Gi, w, ɀ, n0} to end user on secure channel. It also stores the parameters {UIDi, ɀ, 
<Chi*, Zi>} in its repository.  

4 After collecting the message Gi from server, the user calculates W=h(IDi || Ku || r), R=h(IDi || e) mod n0, r* = r ⊕R, Hi= w ⊕ h(r ||Ku), 
and FA* = h(IDi || r) ⊕ FA. Then, it stores {h(), Gi, Hi, W, r*, FA*, ɀ, e} safely to finalize the registration. 

C. Login procedure: In this phase, the user attempts for logging into the server by inserting few inputs including his/her identity IDi, 
and imprinting fingerprint into the mobile device. The biometric imprinting outputs a biometric template Bi. Next, the following steps 
are performed for login into the device.  

1 By employing the user’s identity IDi, the device computes R*=h(IDi || e) mod n0, r= r*⊕R*, and recovers the auxiliary FA by 
computing FA=h(IDi||r)⊕FA*. After recovering the secret key Ku by employing Ku = FER (Bi, FA), it further computes and verify the 
equality W?=h(IDi || Ku || r). If it does not match, the login phase is aborted. Or else, Ui proceeds for generating a random nonce Nu 
and timestamp Tu, and computes V=h(IDi||Ku) as well as K=Gi⊕V equivalent to h(Ks||v).  

2 Next, it calculates M1= Nu⊕ K, UIDi= IDi⊕ h(Ku || r), w = Hi⊕ h(r ||Ku), M2 = h(K || UIDi|| Nu || w|| Tu) and UIDi* = UIDi⊕Nu. Here, 
the parameter Nu is masked by employing the private secret Ku. Finally, the user submits the request message {w, UIDi*, M1, M2, Tu} 
towards TA for verification. 

Table 1 
Symbols with definitions.  

Symbols Definition 

TA: Trusted Authority 
Ui, MECj: Mobile User, Mobile Edge Computing node 
IDi, MIDj: Identities of Ui and MECj 

KT, Ku, Kmi: Private secret keys of TA, Ui and MECj 

PUFi: Physical Cloneable Functions for Ui 
Bi Fingerprint biometric impression 
FEG / FER :  Fuzzy Extractor Generation and Reproduction 
Nu, Ns: Random nonces 
Ek()/Dk(): Symmetric encryption/decryption: 
A :  Adversary 
SK: Session key between Ui and Sj 

⊕, ||, h() XOR, Concatenation, A secure one-way hash function  
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Fig. 2. Proposed model.  
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D. Authentication and key agreement procedure: In this phase, the TA after receiving the request {w, UIDi*, M1, M2, Tu} performs the 
following steps to complete the authentication and key agreement phase.  

1 The TA initially verifies timestamp Tu and computes (v, UIDi) = DKT (w) and recovers Nu after computing Nu = M1⊕ h(KT|| v), and 
then further calculates UIDi = UIDi* ⊕ Nu. Next, after verifying the authenticity of UIDi, it retrieves the corresponding user’s 
challenge-response pair (Chi*, Zi) from its repository. Next, the TA computesM2for verifying the validity of equality M2 ?= h(h(KT|| 
v) || UIDi || Nu|| w|| Tu). If it is not true, the TA aborts the session. Onwards, it generates two random numbers Ns and v’, and then 
computes Y= h(Nu || ɀ || h(KT ||v)) by employing the shared secret value. Next, it selects the identity MIDi of nearby MECj, and 
computes w’= EKT (v’,UIDi), M3=EY(Ns, Chi*, w’, h(Kmi||v’), MIDi) and M4 = h(h(KT ||v)|| UIDi||Nu||Ns||h(Chi*)). Further, it 
computes A=h(h(KT ||v)||Ns) and B=h(UIDi|| Nu || Ns|| w|| h(Chi*)). Next, TA computes h(xi) and updates ft=ft+1, and computes 
Kms= Kmi⊕h(xi), Q= EKms{A, B, Zi, h(xi)}, and M5 = {Q, ft}. Then, it updates xi =h(xi) and ft in repository. Next, it selects nearby 
MECj with respect to Ui’s Loci. Finally, it submits {M3, M4} to user and {M5} to MECj.  

2 The user after receiving {M3, M4} computes Y’= h(Nu|| ɀ||K) and recovers (Ns, Chi*, w’, h(KT|| v’)) bydecryptingM3using Y’ and 
verifies UIDi using Chi*.Then, it computes Chi=Chi*⊕h(Ku), Ẑi=PUFi(Chi) and verifies M4 ?= h(K||UIDi||Nu||Ns|| h(Chi*)). Then, it 
extracts Lus and auxiliary data H by employing fuzzy extractor FEG (.), i.e. (Lus, H) = FEG (Ẑi). Then, it calculates M6=h(K || Ns) ⊕H, 
B’ = h(UIDi|| Nu || Ns|| w|| h(Chi*), the session key i.e., SK = h(h(K||Ns)||Lus|| B’|| MIDi), and M7 = h(SK || Lus || B’). Moreover, it 
computes Gi’ = h(KT|| v’)⊕ V, Hi’= w’⊕ h(r||Ku), and replaces Gi with Gi’ and Hias Hi’ in smart card. Ultimately, it submits {M6, 
M7} to the MECj.  

3 MECj, after receiving the messages M5, M6, and M7, calculates fm’ = fm - ft, computes fm’ times h(xi), Kms= Kmi⊕h(xi), {A, B, Zi, h 
(xi)}=DKms{Q}. Next, it recovers auxiliary data as H=M6⊕A, and Lus by using reconstruction procedure FER (.), i.e. Lus = FER (Zi, 
H). Finally, it calculates session key as SK = h(A||Lus||B||MIDi) and certifies M7 ?= h(SK||Lus||B). If M7 holds true, it certifies the 
computed session key, and updates xi =h(xi) and fm =fm+fm’; otherwise, the MECj aborts the session. 

5. Security analysis 

In formal analysis section, we analyze the security of contributed model on formal lines. We follow the uniformly accepted Real-or- 
Random (ROR) model [20] which is used to prove the session key security of the contributed security solutions. According to ROR 
model, an adversary must be able to differentiate an actual session key of the instance from a random key. There are three entities 
involved in the login and mutual authentication phases, which are user Ui, TA, and MECj. In addition, we analyze our scheme 
informally as well. We now describe ROR model in the following. 

A. Security model: Participants: Let 
∏m

Mj

be the m-th instance of server MECj, 
∏u

Ui

be the u-th instance of user Ui, and 
∏t

TA
be the t-th 

instance of user TA, termed as oracles. 

Collaboration: The collaborator for the instance 
∏u

Ui

for Ui is considered as the corresponding instance 
∏m

Mj

of MECj and vice-versa. 

The collaborator ID of 
∏m

Mj

is pidu
Ui 

for 
∏u

Ui

. The partial transcript for the communicated messages between Ui and server MECj is unique, 

forming a session ID sidu
Ui 

between the same participants. 

Freshness: The instance 
∏m

Mj

or 
∏u

Ui

is termed as fresh, provided the corresponding session key SK is not revealed to the adversary A . 

Adversary: Employing the ROR model, A can not only read messages in transmission, but also may alter, delete, or hold the pa-
rameters during the communication. Alternatively, A has full control over channel with an additional approach to the under- 
mentioned queries:  

• Execute (
∏m

, 
∏u

): By using this query, the communication messages between legal entities Ui and MECj are eavesdropped by A , 

for modeling an eavesdropping attack.  

• Send(
∏m

, msg): The Send query enables a participant instance for transmitting and receiving the message msg which is modeled as 

an active threat.  

• Corrupt_Device(
∏u

Ui

): This query simulates the attack of stolen user’s device. By employing this query, the crucial parameters could 

be revealed to the A .  

• Reveal(
∏m

): This query could reveal the current session key to attacker as constructed between 
∏m

and its partner. 
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• Test(
∏m

): The semantic security of SK as constructed between Ui and MECj concerning the indistinguishability of the ROR model 

[20], is implemented by using the Test query. Before the beginning of game, an unbiased coin c is flipped, while A keeps the result 
secret for taking the decision later on, regarding its output, i.e. it would be used to verify whether the Test query’s output is 

consistent. If the session key is found to be fresh upon the execution of this query, the 
∏m 

delivers SK if c=1, or it will return a 

random number, if c=0. Otherwise, it outputs null (⊥). 

B. Semantic security of SK: Regarding the ROR security model, the challenge of A is to differentiate between the real session key SK 

as well as random secret key. A is permitted to issue many Test queries to either of the instances, i.e. 
∏m

Mj

or 
∏u

Ui

. The Test query’s 

outcome must correspond to random bit c. When the experiment ends, the adversary A judges the guessed bit c’ with the purpose to 
win. A wins the game if the bits match, i.e. c’ = c. The A ’s benefit for compromising the semantic security of contributed model 

∏
in 

time t is characterized byAdvAke
∏ (t) = | 2. Pr [Sucs]-1 |, where the Sucs represents the event that adversary may win the game. The 

protocol 
∏

stands secure in ROR model when the advantage AdvAke
∏ ≤ λ for any adequately small λ> 0. 

Random Oracle: In this scheme, the participating entities and A approach collision-resistant cryptographic hash function as well as 
secure PUF, as simulated by the random oracles. 

Definition1(Hashing function): The cryptographic hashing function h:{0, 1}* →{0, 1}n, being deterministic one, produces a fixed 
length, say n-bit output string by taking the variable-sized input of binary string. If Advh fun

A (τ )function represents A ’s advantage for 
finding the hash collision, 

Advh fun
A (τ ) = Pr[(I1, I2)⇐RA : I1 ∕= I2 and h(I1) = h(I2)]. An (ξ, τ)-adversary compromising the h(.) function suggests that 

Advh fun
A (τ ) ≤ ξwith at most running time τ. 
Definition 2 (Protected PUF): The PUC-based IC takes the challenge as an input of string of bits, and provides an output response ρ as 

an arbitrary string of bits. The response ρ related to any PUF device PUFi for challenge ϐ may be symbolized as ρ=PUFi (ϐ). Here, the 
PUFi is regarded as (d, m, l, δ, ϵ)-secure if the under-mentioned requirements are met, that is:  

(1) Assuming the two PUF-based devices PUFi1(.) and PUFi2(.), and ϐ1ϵ {0, 1}K, Pr[HD(PUFi1(ϐ1), PUFi2(ϐ2))>d] ≥ 1-ε, where HD 
denotes Hamming distance.  

(2) Considering a PUF PUFi(.) with any input ϐ1,…, ϐm ϵ {0, 1}K, Pr[Ĥ∝(PUFi1(ϐi), PUFi2(ϐj))1 ≤ i, j ≥ m, i ∕= j > δ] ≥ 1-ε, which suggests 
that the minimum entropy for output of PUF, i.e. Ĥ∝must be greater than δ with higher probability, if the corresponding intra- 
distance, i.e. the distance between both responses of PUF out of same PUF instance and employing the identical challenge is less 
than d, while the corresponding inter-distance, i.e. the distance between both responses of PUF from diverging instances of PUF 
utilizing the identical challenge is larger than d. 

C. Security proof: The theorem 1 sufficiently proves that the contributed scheme ensures session key-based security. 
Theorem 1: If we presume the attacker A to be a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) attacker executing in time t against the 

proposed protocol 
∏

and l is number of bits in fingerprint-based biometric impression Bi. In that case, the advantage of adversary for 

compromising the semantic security of 
∏

and recovering session key SK is calculated as: 

AdvAKE
Π (t) ≤

q2
h

|hash|
+

q2
Pf

|PUF|
+ 2

(

C′ ⋅ qm′

me,
qme

2l

)

,

Where qh, qPf
, qme represent the number of hash, PUF, and send-queries, and |hash|, |PUF| denote range space for hash function, and 

Pf(.), respectively, while the parameters C′ and m′ be the Zipf’s parameters [21]. 
Proof1: Following the proofs in [20], we define a sequence of five games symbolized as Gj, where [0 ≤ j ≤ 4] to prove the session 

key’s security of contributed scheme. Let Sucsj represent an event wherein the attacker may guess the bit c in Gj effectively. The detailed 
explanation of these games is given in the following. 

Game G0: This game is deemed to be a real attack by A against our authenticated key exchange (AKE) scheme 
∏

in ROR security 
model. Given that, the bit c must be selected in the beginning of G0, it is quite evident that 

AdvAKE
Π (t) = |2.Pr[Sucs0] − 1| (1) 

Game G1: The game G1 is translated from G0 by modeling A ’s eavesdropping attack by invoking the Execute (
∏t

, 
∏r

) oracle query. 
Thereafter, A requires to query the Test oracle for verifying the difference of factual session key SK from a random integer. The session 
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key SK in contributed scheme is evaluated as SK=h(h(K || Ns)|| Lus || B’|| MIDi) between Ui and MECj. It is computed by employing h(K 
|| Ns), Lus, B’, and MIDi factors. However, the eavesdropping of {w, UIDi*, M1, M2,Tu,M3, M4, M5, M6, M7} parameters does not help the 
adversary in computing the SK’s parameters h(K || Ns), Lus, B’, and MIDi. Since, the calculation of those parameters requires the 
exposure of long term private secret keys, i.e. KT and Ku as well as the compromise of PUFi held by the users. Hence, the probability 
regarding wining G1 through eavesdropping of messages is not increased. Then, it follows: 

Pr[Sucs0] = Pr[Sucs1] (2) 

Game G2: The game G1is translated to G2 by including the simulations of Send as well as hash oracle queries. In this way, it may be 
regarded as an active attack while the adversary might strive to deceive a legal entity into accepting a fictitious and modified content. 
The attacker is allowed to issue multiple Hash oracle queries for monitoring the hash-based collisions. It is noteworthy that all publicly 
exchanged messages in mutual authentication phase involve the entity’s identity, randomly defined nonces, and high entropy long 
term secrets. Hence, no occurrence of collision is found if A issues Send oracle queries. By the application of results from birthday 
paradox, we get: 

|Pr[Sucs2] − Pr[Sucs1]| ≤
q2

h

2| hash |
(3) 

Game G3: The G3 is translated from G2 by adding the simulations of Send as well as PUF oracle queries. Hence, following the similar 
argument given in G2, owing to secure PUF function (Ref. Definition 2), we get: 

|Pr[Sucs3] − Pr[Sucs2]| ≤
q2

Pf

2|PUF|
(4) 

Game G4: In the last game, the simulation of Corrupt_Device is included. So, A might recover stored information {h(), Gi, Hi, W, r*, 
FA*, ɀ} in Ui’s device. However, A cannot extract either identity or the private secret key Ku which is protected under fuzzy extractor- 
based fingerprint Bi ϵ {0, 1}l. With the application of PUF, the probability of guessing fingerprint impression Bi is 1

2l [20]. There is no 
password involved in the registration phase, and hence no possibility of guessing a password. Although, the Ui’s identity IDi may be 
guessed for being low-entropy string, it is concatenated with private key Ku under collision resistant property of hash. Hence, it follows 

|Pr[Sucs4] − Pr[Sucs3]| ≤

(

C
′ ⋅ qm′

me′ ,
qme

2l

)

(5) 

All of the queries are employed byA , the last chance of winning the game is mere random guessing the bit c by executing Test oracle 
query. Therefore, we get 

Pr[Sucs4] =
1
2

(6) 

According to (1), (2) as well as (6), we get: 

1
2

⋅ AdvAKE
Π (t) =

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒Pr[Sucs0] −

1
2

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

=

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒Pr[Sucs0] −

1
2

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

=

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒Pr[Sucs1] −

1
2

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

= |Pr[Sucs1] − Pr[Sucs4]|

(7) 

By employing the triangular inequality and Eqs. (3), (4), as well as (5), we get the under-mentioned result: 

|Pr[Sucs1] − Pr[Sucs4]| ≤ |Pr[Sucs1] − Pr[Sucs3]| + |Pr[Sucs3] − Pr[Sucs4]|

≤ |Pr[Sucs1] − Pr[Sucs2]| + |Pr[Sucs2] − Pr[Sucs3]| + |Pr[Sucs3] − Pr[Sucs4]|

≤
q2

h

2|hash|
+

q2
P

2|PUF|
+

(

C′ ⋅ qm
me,

qme

2l

) (8) 

Ultimately, after solving Eqs. (7) and (8), we get to the Eq. (9) as a result. 

AdvAKE
Π (t) ≤

q2
h

2|hash|
+

q2
Pf

2|PUF|
+

(

C
′ ⋅ qm′

me,
qme

2l

)

(9) 

D. Informal analysis: The proposed scheme attains all security stipulations for edge computing infrastructure as elaborated below:  

1 Supports mutual authentication: In our scheme both participants Ui and MECj mutually authenticate each other with the help of TA. 
The Ui authenticates MECj on the basis of M4 ?= h(K || UIDi || Nu || Ns|| h(Chi*)), it knows that the key K≈ h(KT||v) is only shared 
with TA, who is authenticating the MECj server. The identity MIDj for MECj is recovered from M3, and included in session key. 
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Similarly, MIDj also authenticates Ui on the basis of M5, and subsequent verification of M7 ?= h(SK || Lus || B) as received from Ui. 
The MIDj authenticates both entities during verification of M7.  

2 Resists impersonation and replay attacks: If an adversary attempts to replay, modify or impersonate any legitimate entity by 
intercepting the {w, UIDi*, M1, M2,Tu}, {M3, M4}, {M5}, {M6, M7} messages, it may not be able to initiate these attacks. If the first 
message is replayed or maliciously manipulated on its way towards TA, it is traced during the verification of M2 ?= h(h(KT || v) || 
MIDj ||UIDi|| Nu|| w|| Tu) with fresh timestamp Tu. The messages {M3, M4} are verified using M4 ?= h(K || UIDi || Nu || Ns|| h(Chi*)). 
The MECj authenticates Ui and TA on the basis of {M5} and {M6, M7} by performing M7 ?= h(SK || Lus || B).  

3 Supports forward secrecy: If the private secret key, i.e. either Ku (Ui) or KT (TA) or Kmi (MECj) is leaked to the adversary, then the 
latter may not be able to compute previous session key i.e. SK = h(A||Lus||B||MIDi) and SK = h(h(K||Ns)||Lus|| B’|| MIDi) as 
constructed between Ui and MECj [22]. This is because, the adversary requires PUFi along with access to Ku, or TA’s repository in 
case the KT is leaked to the adversary. Similarly, if Kmi is exposed, then the adversary must require access to previous xi parameter to 
decrypt the TA’s messages, the MECj takes the hash of previous xi and replaces the old factor with the newly updated parameter, 
upon successful establishment of session. In this manner the proposed scheme complies with the property of perfect forward secrecy 
even if the high entropy private secret keys are exposed to the attacker.  

4 Resists de-synchronization attack: Most of symmetric key-based schemes suffer from de-synchronization attacks [23]; however, our 
scheme is resistant of this attack. In case, A blocks any of the messages on insecure channel, then the former may not 
de-synchronize the communication. We employ a pseudonym mw for Ui and TA’s synchronization which is updated in each session 
and is also not stored in TA’s repository.  

5 Resists DoS attack: Our scheme employs PUFi function, however, we use fuzzy extractor to reduce the noise from the output of PUFi 
and utilize it later on, which nullifies the chances of denial of service on the part of logging into the device. Moreover, no adversary 
may exploit the maintained repository in TA, this is because the TA may compute search the intended pseudo-identity in at most O 
(1) complexity [24].  

6 Resists ephemeral information leakage threat: Our scheme is immune to ephemeral information leakage threat, since in case the 
adversary is able to access the short term secrets of user such as Nu or Ns, the former must requires access to PUFi in addition to K, ɀ 
and Zi parameters for computing Y’. The parameter Y’ can only be used to recover the legitimate Chi by decrypting M3 message as 
received from the TA. Then the PUFi outputs Zi upon the input of Chi. Now this Zi is passed through fuzzy extractor which outputs Lus 
factor which ultimately enables to compute the legitimate session keys SK = h(A|| Lus || B|| MIDi) as constructed in the past session. 
However this computation is dependent upon the access to PUFi as well other crucial parameter which is a hard assumption for the 
adversary to have all those pre-requisites simultaneously in hand to initiate the attack.  

7 Resists key compromise impersonation (KCI) threat If either short term or long term secret key of user is compromised to the 
adversary, then the later also requires access to h(Chi*) and ɀ parameters to construct a valid or verifiable message {M3, M4}, i.e. M3 
= EY (Ns, Chi*, w’, h(KT || v’), MIDi) and M4 = h(h(KT || v) || UIDi|| Nu || Ns || h(Chi*)), to impersonate as a server. Hence, our scheme 
is resistant to KCI attack. 

E. Security verification using proverif: We used ProVerif tool [25] for automated analysis in order to validate the security aspects of 
proposed protocol such as the confidentiality of session key as well as mutual authentication under Canetti-Krawczyk (CK) Model. By 
using the strong features of π calculus, it can support hash function, digital signatures, as well as public key encryption-based complex 
primitives. In order to demonstrate the simulation for system model, we modeled three events including Ui, MECj and TA, in order to 
simulate the system model. For the purpose, the events beginTA(bitstring) and endTA(bitstring) initialize the other events related to Ui 
and MECj by registering these processes. Then, the events beginUi(bitstring) and endUi(bitstring) are employed by Ui for authenti-
cating MECj. Similarly, the events beginMECj(bitstring) and endMECj(bitstring) are modeled by MECj for authenticating Ui. After the 
computation of query results, it is evaluated that the order of the three pairs of events remains stable. The results in Fig. 3 portray that 
the contributed proposed model attains mutual authenticity by establishing an agreed session key among the three processes, i.e. Ui, 
MECj and TA. 

Fig. 3. ProVerif results.  
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6. Efficiency analysis and discussion 

This section evaluates the performance of recent contemporary protocols in edge computing and mobile cloud computing 
frameworks [7,11–16] against the proposed model in terms of computational and communicational latencies. The cost of registration 
phase is omitted during the comparison of computational overheads of various schemes in Table 4; this is because the registration 
phase is executed only once, while the mutual authentication phase is performed on frequent basis. The comparison of computational 
costs for various schemes is demonstrated in Fig. 4. The Table 3 presents the comparative analysis on security features for proposed and 
related schemes. This table depicts that the scheme [11] is vulnerable to impersonation attack, and also does not fulfill anonymity as 
well as perfect forward secrecy. The scheme [7] is prone to denial of service attack and fails to prove perfect forward secrecy despite 
the use of bilinear pairing operations. The scheme [12] does not offer resistance to man-in-the-middle attack (MIDM), while [13] is 
prone to replay attack, impersonation, MIDM and temporary information leakage attack. The above mentioned schemes employ public 
key cryptographic operations for edge computing paradigm, however suffering many attacks other than employing costly operations. 
Later, few symmetric key based cloud computing schemes [9,16] had been presented for edge framework. In which, the scheme [9] is 
susceptible to Stolen Device Attack (SDA) and privileged insider attack. The scheme [13] is found to be defenseless against 
de-synchronization and MIDM attack. Amin et al. [17] does not provide anonymity to the user and is also vulnerable to SDA. Likewise, 
Wu et al. [16] is prone to SDA, and privileged insider attack. 

In order to evaluate the experimental overhead of computation for various crypto-primitives we performed simulation on the user’s 
end by using a Smartphone (Lenovo Zuk Z1) comprising Quad-core 2.6 Ghz-Processor, 6GB RAM with Android OS V5.1.2, and on the 
MECj’s end by using PC (HP-E8300-Core i5), 2.93 Ghz-processor bearing 6GB RAM with Ubuntu 16.12 OS). The JCE library [17] was 
installed to evaluate the execution latency of all primitive operations as employed in the proposed scheme. Besides, the 128-bit arbiter 
PUF is engaged in the execution of PUF operation, and the BCH code is used to simulate the generation FEG (.) and reproduction FER (.) 
procedures of fuzzy extractor. The Table 2 lists the experimental cryptographic cost of various primitives such as PUF i.e. TPUF, the 
elliptic curve point multiplication (ECC) i.e. TEPM, modular exponentiation i.e. TME, hashing function i.e. Th, the symmetric encryption 
or decryption i.e. TSYM, fuzzy extractor-based generation and reproduction function i.e. TFEG and TFER, bilinear pairing operation i.e. 
TBP, inverse operation i.e. TINV, and point addition i.e. TPA. The computational costs of inverse operation and Exclusive-OR are sup-
posed to be negligible. According to Table 4, the proposed scheme bears 1TFEG+1TFER +1TPUF+ 1TSYM+14TH crypto-primitives at 

Fig. 4. Computational cost.  

Table 2 
Experimental cost of primitives.  

Operations Ui MECj 

Th 0.029 0.009 
TSYM 0.062 0.019 
TPUF 0.145 0.68 
TFEG/ TFER 3.67 2.06 
TME 12.42 5.78 
TEPM 10.92 5.16 
TPA 0.065 0.031 
TBP 26.68 13.77  
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user’s end, and 1TFER + 4TSYM +9TH on the side of MECj. On average, our scheme takes 10.17 ms to complete the mutual authentication 
phase excluding communication cost. The other comparative schemes [5–12] incur 132.30ms, 166.28ms, 95.9ms, 73.44ms, 3.994ms, 
4.32ms, 0.544ms, and 0.387ms respectively. The [5–8] bear either bilinear pairing, or elliptic curve point multiplication, or modular 
exponentiation operations. The other schemes [9,16] are based on symmetric key operations, although with many security limitations. 
To design a secure, yet efficient protocol we suggested a symmetric key operations-based protocol engaging hash, PUF, XOR, and fuzzy 
extractor operations. The cost of fuzzy extractor operations is higher than hash and symmetric key operations, but less than pairing, 
ECC or exponentiation operations. Our scheme is not only efficient but also supports strong security features including perfect forward 
secrecy, anonymity, untraceability, resistance to de-synchronization and denial of service attacks. The Fig. 4 signifies that our scheme 
takes less computational cost and bears more security features, unlike other schemes. 

To compute the communication costs we assume that the timestamp and identity strings take 32 bits, hashing digests take 160-bit, 
point multiplication pairs take 320 bits. The Table 5 and Fig. 5 shows that our scheme bears 1472 bits communication cost, while the 
rest of schemes [7,11–16] take 960 bits, 1152 bits,1184 bits, 2144 bits, 832 bits, 992 bits, 3786 bits, 2400 bits respectively. Although, 
our scheme bears more communication cost than [7,11–14], our scheme is secure that those schemes as depicted from the Figs. 4–6. 
The Fig. 6 depicts the number of users being authenticated in different time variants, which suggests that our scheme authenticates less 
number of users than [16] and [15], but it is more secure than those schemes. Likewise, our scheme authenticates more number of 
users than [7,11–13] with at least same or more security features. In addition, it is evident from Table 3 and Fig. 4 that the proposed 
scheme supports 30% more security features than the comparative studies. 

Fig. 5. Communication cost.  

Fig. 6. Number of users authenticated.  
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7. Conclusion 

The security of edge paradigm with respect to internet of things and cloud computing is still in its infancy. In this paper, we 
proposed a novel two-factor biometric authenticated key agreement scheme for mobile edge computing that employs PUF and fuzzy 
extractor operations to strengthen a protocol based on symmetric key operations. Our scheme achieves mutual authentication, forward 
secrecy, anonymity and untraceability which are missing features in most of the symmetric key-based protocols. We proved the 
robustness of security features with formal analysis, and the experimental results also depict that our scheme is efficient, nevertheless 
maintaining strong security features. Eqs. (1), (2) and(6) 
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Table 3 
Comparison of security functionalities.   

[7] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Ours 

F1 × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ 
F2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ 
F3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ × ✓ 
F4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ × ✓ 
F5 ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
F6 × ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
F7 ✓ ✓ × × ✓ × ✓ ✓ ✓ 
F8 ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
F9 × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
F10 ✓ ✓ ✓ × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
F11 ✓ × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
F12 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ ✓ 
F13 × × × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

F1: Supports Anonymity and untraceability, F2: Login viability without password, F3: Resist stolen device attack, F4: Resist insider attack, F5: Resist 
replay attack, F6: Resist impersonation attack, F7: Resist Man-in-the-middle attack, F8: Resist temporary information leakage attack, F9: Supports 
perfect forward secrecy, F10: Supports mutual authentication,F11: Resist Denial of service attack,F12: Resist De-synchronization attack, F13: Sup-
ports efficient symmetric key operations, ✓: The property is satisfied, ×: Property is not satisfied. 

Table 4 
Computational costs.  

Scheme Mutual Authentication phase Total (Ui+MECj+ TA) Latency (ms) 
Ui MECj+TA 

[7] 5TEPM +2TPA+ 1TME+1TINV+5TH 5TEPM +2TBP+ 2TPA+ 2TME+ 5TH 10TEPM +2TBP+ 4TPA + 3TME+10TH +1TINV ≈ 132.302 

[11] 5TEPM +1TBP+ 2TPA+ 2TME+ 6TH+1TINV 4TEPM+2TBP+ 3TPA+ 2TME+ 3TH 9TEPM +3TBP+ 5TPA +4TME+9TH +1TINV ≈ 166.284 

[12] 4TEPM + 1TME+5TH 5TEPM +1TBP+ 3TPA+ 5TH 9TEPM +1TBP+ 3TPA+ 1TME + 10TH ≈ 95.953 

[13] 4TEPM + 4TPA +5TH 3TEPM +1TBP + 3TPA +2TH 7TEPM +1TBP + 7TPA +7TH ≈ 73.446 

[14] 1TFEG +9TH 7TH 1TFEG +16TH ≈ 3.994 

[15] 1TFEG+1TPUF +14TH 11TH 1TFEG+1TPUF +25TH ≈ 4.32 

[16] 9TH 14TH 23TH ≈ 0.387 

[17] 11TH 25TH 36TH ≈ 0.544 

Ours 1TFEG+1TFER + 1TPUF+ 1TSYM+14TH 1TFER +4TSYM+9TH 1TFEG+2TFER +1TPUF+ 5TSYM+23TH ≈ 10.17  

Table 5 
Communicational overhead (bits).  

Schemes [7] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Ours 

Comm. cost 960 1152 1184 2144 832 992 2400 3786 1472  
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